
Th e principles emb odied in an article entitled "Why
Collect Precancels?", could easily be applied to
perfins. In addition, the mailing arrived with a "Yel
Nat PkjWY" precancel.

Potential New Bank of Italy - Follow Up

Bill Cummings (LM25)

The article in June 1995's issue of TPB implies a
Bank of Italy pattern variety exists. The article
brings the opportunity to restate one of the basic
ways to establish that an item is not a new pattern.

Th e method is simple. First, I borrow a piece of
tracing paper from my son. (It' s a lot easier if
you've a copy of pattern B182 and the potential new
pattern.) Then, I carefully mark the five boles that
do not appear in B182. Tbese are tbe three tbat
make up tbe triangle plus two more above and next
to the "B." Then, move tbe tracing paper down and
to tbe right. You'll see that tbe "triangle" covers the
first two holes from the right at top of the "F ' and
the crossbar hole below them. Perfect match!
Even the extra holes next to the "B" fell on the
crossbar hole of the "B" and on the third hole up
from the bottom.

In this case, we have an easy verdict. Someone
probably tried to punch too many sheets at the

same time. The bottom sheet was not satisfactory,
only five holes punched out , so they re-punched tbe
sheet. We find that it is not a new pattern at all.
Rather, we have pattern B182 with a partial double.
Anyone with the actual stamp can verify my hypoth
e SIS.

Remember that the partial punch may be inverted.

A Question for members

David Savadge (LM43)

One frequently finds railroad perfins on picture
postcards. For example, four such cards were in the
June Perfins Auction. Does anyone know if the
railroad companies furnished stamps to their pas
sengers as a courtesy. Did tbey sell them or give
tbem to passengers? It is bard to consider tbat
these are all unauthorized perfin usages.

M495 - Follow-up

Don Anderson (#293)

On page 29 of the February Bulletin, Jim Estes
raised a question regarding perfin M49.5. I do not
know if this perfin is still being used, but it was, or
is, used by the Baltimore "Mayor and City Council. "
AI Boerger shows this on page 73 of bis Handbook
On U.S. Luminescent Stamps.
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The Secretary's Report
The Secretary is Ralph W. Smith, PO Box 89511

Leesburg, FL 34789

NEW MEMBERS:
3335 Schaper, Raymond J.; 2 Tiffin Dr .; Pittsburg, PA 15209

General, Beginner
Gallo, Anthony F.; 14 Wianwright a.; Williamsville, NY 14221
Ge rm any, Beginner .

3337 Weeks, John H.; 1969 Park Ave.; Lincoln, NE 68502
US, Beginner
Rutgers, Harry J .; Job Hansenstraat 4; 9744 JG Groningen; Netherlands
Cuba and Holland

Resigned:
2858 Buckler, Eugene J .
2651 Hanson, William J.
DECEASED:
LM79 Rees, Richard W.; 40 Westwood Dr ( lA); Fairfield, OH 45014
LMI23 Smit-Seydel, Mrs . S.U.; O udenhoflaan 1; 2341 LG Oestgeest; Netherlands
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By: Laetsch (# 3047)

By: Ottenheimer (LM86)

By: Ottenbeimer (LM86)

By: Zandbergen (#2868)
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